Climate Voices 2021
A Year to Make a Difference
The time to act on the climate emergency is right here and now. Greater ambition is urgently needed, and
young people are at the fore in calling for change. The UK will host the United Nations COP26 in Glasgow in
2021 and this brings a unique opportunity for young people to influence our response to the climate crisis.
Secondary students are already motivated to make a difference. They want to have a say and lead action
that has a real impact. InterClimate Network (ICN) will focus our support this year on: resources that work
in the classroom and virtually; a series of Climate Conferences for students to combine their own global
negotiations with local action; and routes for young people to have a say locally, nationally and at COP26.
Here are two new opportunities that will enable you to bring COP26 to school and run a Climate Action
Survey to gain insights and allow many students to have a say about positive climate actions for school.
The resources were developed in response to student and teacher feedback and have been piloted with
schools (we have detailed the learning benefits in the packs). If you would like to hold your own Climate
Conference, run a Climate Action Survey, or both, please contact us using the schools email overleaf.

1. Run a UN-style Climate Conference
COP26 comes to school
In November 2021, the United Nations Climate Conference
(COP26) will be hosted by the UK in Glasgow.
This COP26 in the Classroom resource brings a UN-style climate
conference to school and can be run virtually. Student teams
represent a range of countries and have to research, present
and debate their country pledges and climate challenges, then
collaborate to raise global ambition for action.

Activity details
This curriculum enrichment resource brings COP26 to life in the classroom via a sequence of three sessions:
1. The Climate Crisis which poses 6 questions for students to critically discuss the climate emergency.
2. From Paris to Glasgow outlines these vital stages of UN decision making and sets out country roles.
3. COP26 comes to school guides you and your students through your own UN-style climate conference.
First requiring independent research, students will be fully immersed in the challenges, impact and urgency
of the global climate crisis whilst developing soft skills (team work, public speaking and collaboration) in
their own conference. A teacher pack explains the detail and notes and film links accompany each of the
session powerpoints. The student pack gives an overview of COP26 and separate briefings for 18 countries.

Time needed: Sessions can be run in-person or virtually over 3 – 6 lessons or in an off-curriculum session.
How to access and run this resource:





ICN will provide access to this free resource via a single electronic link (see this example briefing).
To be run by a teacher with your students either in class or across tutor groups or a year group.
Students use ICN’s on-line Pledge Board to say one action they will do as a result of taking part.
Free training is available to help you facilitate a conference, or request a facilitator (see Appendix I).
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2. Run an online Climate Action Survey
Find out how to make a difference in school
Delivering impactful climate action in school really means
changing student and staff behaviours.
Our new Climate Action Survey is a student-led resource
that follows a behaviour change approach* and develops
important skills on the way. It will mean students can have a
say in climate action to make a difference in school.
Activity details
1. A group of students will be tasked with rolling out the online survey across their school. See this COPY of
the Climate Action Survey (the actual link will be sent once we receive your students’task sheet).
2. ICN will analyse the data and provide the school with a report. Results will give great insight into student
views on the climate emergency, current behaviours, and motivations to do things differently.
3. Students are then supported to share their findings across the school and wider community.
4. ICN can follow-up to help students turn their survey findings into a tailored campaign or initiative based
on the approaches most likely to galvanise climate action in school.
* A behaviour change approach: This innovative survey was developed with the Applied Sociology
Department at the University of Gloucestershire and students in nine schools. At its core is the premise that
to change anyone’s behaviour, it is vital to understand:
•
•
•
•

who you are talking with
why some people haven’t already made changes
what barriers are preventing them from adopting any new behaviour, and
what would motivate more climate action.

Time needed: Ideally to be run over a few weeks, but with current pressures, take as long as is required.
How to access and run this resource: Elements of the resource pack will be available on our website (here).
Please contact us if you would like to undertake the survey.

Keep in touch
ICN will let you know of great ways for your students to engage directly with COP26 in 2021, including the
opportunity to be part of a Four Nations conference with schools from Wales, Scotland and N.Ireland.
We are also partners with organisations from four other countries in an exciting new International Climate
Action Network (I-CAN) project supported by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union.
Go to our website, join our mailing list, follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn or contact the team directly to keep in
touch with progress on these and other opportunities this year:
Email: schools@interclimate.org
Follow us: @ClimateVoicesUK

LinkedIn
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APPENDIX I

Costs to schools

InterClimate Network (ICN) works to secure grant funding from statutory funds, charitable trusts and
foundations, and is grateful for the support provided by individual donations and in-kind contributions.
Project funding means we can offer free of charge to schools conferences in local council chambers,
training for teachers, workshops and resources such as the two detailed above. Our work is led by a team
of professional associates and draws on volunteers’ expertise and time.
Support for schools who want to run your own COP26 in school includes free training on how to facilitate a
COP26 classroom conference. Contact us using the schools email for more details.
Facilitation of a conference in your school
The InterClimate Network team of professional associates has more than a decade’s experience in
delivering model UN-style climate conferences with secondary schools. Contact us if you would like to
request a facilitator for your school’s conference, beyond the support offered through our projects. The box
below outlines an example agenda which would be developed in discussion with your school. A charge will
be made at cost for the preparation, delivery and follow-up to your conference:
•

In-person conference

£400

•

Virtual conference

£250

ICN takes seriously our commitment that all students should have the opportunity to participate equally
and will respond on a case by case basis if financial difficulties are presented to us.

Example agenda: COP26 comes to school
Welcome and Introductions
1. COP26 in three parts
1.1 Progress since Paris 2015
1.2 Raising global ambition
1.3 Action on Cities, Energy, Forests & food and Oceans
Break
2. Local Action session: suggested Q&A with a selected panel*
3. Closing of Plenary
3.1 Concluding statement
3.2 Observers’ comments
3.3 Evaluation and close
Time needed: 2.5 hours for delivery, plus student preparation and conference logistics
* Local Action session is optional
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